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Introduction
Reading and making sense of nonfiction requires different skills than 
reading and comprehending fiction. The reader must read the content 
at a more deliberate speed in order to absorb the material. Nonfiction 
text includes features such as sidebars, graphs, tables, close-ups, and 
captions that add more information to the main text. Other features, like 
the table of contents and the index, help organize facts for quick access. 
The ability to confidently use nonfiction text features is an important skill 
for literacy and is included in the Common Core State Standards. 

The high-interest content of B-FARM: Exploring Animal Classes, along 
with the activities in this teacher’s guide, are designed to familiarize 
students and give them practice with nonfiction text features. Primary 
children enjoy learning about animals; the text will interest and involve 
students while supporting your curriculum.  

The book can be used as a general introduction to the content and text 
features, or you can use targeted sections to reinforce the particular 
feature you want students to work on. The big book makes the 
information visible to large groups, and the matching student editions 
are useful for individual or small group work. Students will also enjoy 
reading the book on their own; keep a basket of student editions handy 
for students to read during free time in the library.

The activities included in this guide are meant to be used after read-
ing B-FARM together as a class. Students will consult student editions of 
B-FARM for specific activities. The activities in the guide begin with those 
related to content (pages 6-7) and are followed by those related to text 
features (pages 7-11).
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Content  
Activities  
B-FARM Bingo: Practice  
Content-Area Vocabulary 
CCSS: RI.K.1, RI.K.4, RI.K.7, L.K.5, L.K.5a; RI.1.1, 
RI.1.4, RI.1.7, L1.5a, L.1.5b; RI.2.1, RI.2.4

Objective: Student teams will practice content 
vocabulary. 

Suggested Word List:
bird, fish, reptile, amphibian, mammal, beak, car-
nivore, gills, habitat, hatch, herbivore, omnivore, 
predator, wings, feather, scales, fur, fins, eggs, robin, 
catfish, frog, turtle, kitten

Prepare in advance:
Create bingo cards with the card generators on 
the websites below. Using the list of words above or 
your own list, generate each card, print it, and then 
generate a new one until you have a class set. Use a 
glue stick to attach each card to construction paper. 
Then laminate the cards to create a class set you 
can use for years. Make a transparency of one of 
the cards to create calling cards. Cut the card into 
squares that can be projected. Prepare small cups 
of beans, counters, or pennies for the students to use 
as bingo markers.

Bingo Board Creator—Pictures 
www.toolsforeducators.com/bingo/animals4x4.php 
This site lets you select images to include in each 
square from a list of animals. Then it generates a 
4-x-4 bingo card. Choose your images, and print 
your first card. Then go back to the list and choose 
the next animal in the drop-down box in order to 
generate a different card. Repeat until you have 16 
pairs of bingo cards. You will have enough for 32 
players, but children will play and win in pairs. 

Bingo Card Generator—Words 
www.bingocardgenerator.net 
This site will automatically generate a class set of 
randomized words-only cards in a 5-x-5 grid. Input 

the 25 words (include FREE SPACE), and then press 
the randomizer button for each card. Be sure to 
print between changes.

Directions:
Give each student a bingo card and cup of mark-
ers. Display a word or picture of an animal from 
your calling cards, and have the students name it. 
Then ask them to name the animal class to which 
the animal belongs. If they are correct, have them 
search their boards and place a marker on that 
space. Remind them that they will not have all words 
or pictures.
For prizes, give winners coupons for an extra book 
at checkout. Decide if they will need to use their 
coupon during the same class or can use it at any 
time in the future. See page 14 (Teacher’s Guide) for 
coupons that can be duplicated.

Flash Cards: Practice  
Animal Classes
CCSS: RI.K.1, RI.K.4, RI.K.7, L.K.5, L.K.5a; RI.1.1, 
RI.1.4, RI.1.7, L1.5a, L.1.5b; RI.2.1, RI.2.4

Objective: Students will practice sorting animals 
into their classes.

Prepare in advance:
Print the 38 animal flash cards from ESL Kids.com 
(http://esl-kids.com/flashcards/animals.html). Write 
the animal’s name and the class to which it belongs 
on the back so you can see it as you hold up the 
card.

Directions:
Show students the cards. Ask them to name the 
animal and its class. You can make multiple sets for 
students to sort or put a couple of sets into a center 
for partner practice.

After-Reading Activity:  
Which Animal Class?
CCSS: RI.K.1, RI.K.7; RI.1.1, RI.1.7; RI.2.1 

Objective: Using information from the text and 
illustrations in B-FARM, students will label each ani-
mal with its class.
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Directions:
Use “Which Animal Class?” on page 12 (TG) to have 
students label each animal for its class. (Word 
choices are at the top of the page.) For younger stu-
dents, project the page and complete orally.

Trouble at the Zoo Class 
Game: Practice Animal  
Classes
CCSS: RI.K.1, RI.K.7; RI.1.1, RI.1.7; RI.2.1, RI.2.7   

Objective: Students will group animals into their 
classes.

Prepare in advance:
Reproduce (on card stock) the cards on pages 13–14 
(TG) for the five animal classes. Make five copies 
of each card so up to 25 students can play. Cut out 
the cards, and laminate them. Arrange chairs in a 
circle (enough for the number of students in class). 
Use masking tape to tape a card to the shirt front of 
each student. Make sure the student knows which 
animal class he or she has.

Directions: 
Children sit in the circle with their cards visible. 
When you call out an animal (for example, “lion”), 
all the children with a mammal card taped to their 
shirts stand up and change seats. Once those 
students are seated, repeat the animal name and 
ask all the students to say the animal class. Repeat 
with the names of other animals (use the animal list 
below).
pigeon shark frog alligator
bear robin tuna toad
rattlesnake dog eagle catfish
salamander turtle whale horse
salmon caecilian crocodile duck

Text Feature 
Activities 
Use the Table of Contents
CCSS: RI.1.5, RI.2.5 

Objective: Students will use the table of contents 
to locate information about specific pets.

The table of contents (TOC) is an organizational tool 
that lists the chapter titles in a book and tells the 
page on which each one begins.

Prepare in advance:
Make a copy of “Table of Contents” on page 15 (TG) 
for each student. 

Directions: 
For K-1, ask students to look at the page number for 
each chapter heading. Then have them turn to that 
page. You might want to ask individuals to demon-
strate using the big book. What do they notice? 
For second-graders, give each student or each pair 
a copy of the “Table of Contents” worksheet. Have 
them use the TOC in their books to identify the page 
on which they would find the answer and then write 
the page number on the line. Use the big book as an 
example while you think aloud through the first word 
or two. Use the key on page 29 (TG) to check their 
answers.

Read Captions 
CCSS: RI.1.5, RI.2.5 

Objective: Students will use captions to gain ad-
ditional information.

Captions provide additional information and/or 
explain what is shown in an illustration.

Directions: 
Show students how captions add information not 
found in the text. For K-1 students, project “You Be 
the Detective” from page 16 (TG), and work through 
finding the answers together. For second-graders, 
print one worksheet for each student pair and chal-
lenge them to find the answers. 
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Then project photos of animals, and ask students 
to turn to a partner and think of a caption. What 
information from the picture could they include in a 
caption? Take turns. Ask students to share respons-
es. One site to use is www.animalplanet.com/wild-
animals/10-animals-not-domestic-pets/. 

Use a Diagram
CCSS: RI.K.7; RI.1.5, RI.1.7; RI.2.5, RI.2.7  

Objective: Students will use diagrams to gain 
information.

A diagram is a two-dimensional representation of a 
three-dimensional object. It is labeled to give further 
information about the parts of the diagram. 

Animal Parts 
Directions:  
Discuss with students the diagram on page 4 of B-
FARM. Make copies of the diagrams on pages 17–21 
for each pair of students; then ask students to use 
the Word Bank to label the parts of each diagram. 
Ask students to label all the parts they know. Supply 
appropriate books and sites for reference if neither 
student knows the body part. To check their an-
swers: project the reproducible for the group. 
For younger students: Use a projector and ask them 
to point to the body part as you name it. 

Frog Life Cycle
Directions: 
Ask student pairs to examine the frog life cycle 
diagram on page 8 of B-FARM. Where does it start? 
Where does it end? Can they guess what the word 
“cycle” means? 

Read a Sidebar:  
Wild Bird Facts
CCSS: RI.1.5; RI.2.5 

Objective: Students will infer the purpose of a 
sidebar.

A text box supplies related information on a sepa-
rate part of the page. It may be boxed or in a differ-
ent font. 

Prepare in advance:
In advance, find primary-level books that include 
text boxes. Put several on each table, making sure 
there is at least one book for each pair of students.

Directions: 
Call attention to the sidebar on page 4 of B-FARM. 
Explain that sometimes the author wants to include 
facts that add important information but do not fit 
into the text. Ask students why the author put this 
information in a sidebar rather than with the bird 
facts on pages 2 and 3. Then have partners search 
through other books for sidebars. How is the infor-
mation in the sidebars different from the text?

Use a Scale Comparison: 
Hummingbird
CCSS: RI.K.7; RI.1.5, RI.1.6; RI.2.5, RI.2.7  

Objective: Students will infer information from a 
scale comparison.

A comparison shows two objects to students. They 
will be familiar with one object. It gives them infor-
mation they need to understand the unknown object. 
Here, the familiar size of a penny is used to show the 
relative size of a hummingbird.

Directions:
Ask students why the illustration of the hummingbird 
on page 4 of B-FARM has a penny next to it. Elicit 
that the penny is shown to give a size comparison so 
students can see that the actual size of a humming-
bird body is about twice the size of a penny. 
Can they name other objects about the size of a 
penny? When would you need to use a quarter in-
stead? (When the object compared is larger.) Have 
students find an object in the library or classroom. 
Provide pennies, math cubes, and wooden blocks of 
various sizes. Which object is best used to compare 
with their found object? Why?

Observe a Close-up:  
Fish Scales
CCSS: RI.K.7; RI.1.5, RI.1.6; RI.2.5, RI.2.7

Objective: Students will examine and infer infor-
mation from a close-up illustration.
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A close-up shows important details to add informa-
tion to a picture.

Directions: 
Discuss the close-up on page 5 of B-FARM so that 
students understand why the photo is shown this 
way. Distribute magnifying glasses, and allow time 
for students to view items on their table or in the 
library with and without a magnifying glass. What 
objects surprised them up close?

Read a Time Line:  
A Frog’s Life
CCSS: RI.K.7; RI.1.5, RI.1.6; RI.2.5, RI.2.7  

Objective: Students will arrange the events in a 
frog’s life in time line order.

A time line is a visual representation of time, usually 
arranged in a linear fashion with the earliest date on 
the left. Time lines can include dates, events, illustra-
tions or icons, or links to additional information. 

Prepare in advance: 
Reproduce the “Time Line Cards” on page 22 (TG). 
Make a set for each student or pair of students. Cut 
them apart, and put each set into an envelope. 

Directions: 
After students examine the time line on page 8 of 
B-FARM, ask them to close their books. Give each 
pair an envelope of “Time Line Cards.” Ask students 
to arrange the cards in time order. When they are 
finished, have them check their work using B-FARM.

Read a Chart
CCSS: RI.1.5, RI.1.6; RI.2.5, RI.2.7 

Objective: Students will use a chart to gain  
information.

Venomous Snakes
Directions:
Allow a few minutes for students to discuss the 
venomous snake chart on page 11 of B-FARM, with a 
partner. Then ask students the following questions.

1. How many snakes are listed here? (5)

2. How many are venomous? (2)

3. How many are not venomous? (3)

4. Which snakes are dangerous? (rattlesnake, coral 
snake)

5. Which snakes will not harm you? (corn snake, 
garter snake, milk snake)

On the whiteboard or projector, show kindergart-
ners and first graders how to create a similar chart. 
Choose five animals and then brainstorm charac-
teristics, such as wings/no wings, eats meat/eats 
plants. Fill in the chart together. 
Second-graders can work in partners to create a 
similar chart to the one found in the book. Partners 
should create a simple chart comparing five animals 
based on two characteristics (e.g., wings/no wings, 
eats meat/eats plants). 

Mammal Mothers and Their Babies 
Directions: 
Use the chart on page 14 of B-FARM. Reproduce  
“Mammal Mothers and Their Babies” on page 23 
(TG), and give one copy to each student. Review 
the names of the nine mammal babies listed in the 
Word Bank. Then read the mother animal names on 
the list. Ask students to write the name of each baby 
next to its mother. 

Compare with a Venn  
Diagram: Whale vs. Shark
CCSS: RI.K.1; RI.1.1, RI.1.5, RI.1.7; RI.2.1, RI.2.5 

Objective: Using a Venn diagram, students will 
compare two animals. 

The Venn diagram was conceived by John Venn, an 
English scholar, in 1894. He based his work on the set 
theory diagrams of Swiss mathematician Leonhard 
Euler. 
Large Group
Directions:
Ask students to notice the hummingbird comparison 
on page 4 of B-FARM. It compares the humming-
bird’s size to the penny. A way to compare more 
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complicated things is with a Venn diagram.
Read or have students read and discuss the two 
articles on page 24 (TG): “Humpback Whales” and 
“Great White Sharks.” Draw a Venn diagram like 
the one on page 25 on the board. Reproduce the 
word cards on page 26 (TG), cut them apart, and 
attach magnets or tape to the backs. Students will 
use the questions on page 25 (TG) to guide them in 
completing the Venn diagram by attaching the word 
cards to the board. Not all cards will be used.

Small Group 
Materials: 
•	 Two	36-inch	lengths	of	yarn,	each	a	different	

color, each tied in a circle (one set for each pair)

•	 Word	cards	from	page	26	(TG),	reproduced	on	
card stock and cut apart (one set for each pair)

•	 Zip-top	bag	or	envelope	(one	for	each	pair)

Directions: 
Read or have students read and discuss the two 
articles on page 24 (TG): “Humpback Whales” and 
“Great White Sharks.” Then, put a set of the re-
produced word cards and two circles of yarn in 
each envelope. Show student pairs how to form 
overlapping circles with the yarn and use the title 
cards (“whale” and “shark”) to label each circle. 
Then have students sort their words into the proper 
circles. Use questions on page 25 (TG) to guide their 
thinking. Four of the cards will purposely not be 
used: eats plants, eggs, land, and legs.

humpback whale center overlap great white shark
calf born alive pup

lungs ocean gills

warm-blooded eats meat cold-blooded

mammal swim fish

Locate Information with a 
Map: Mammals on the Map
CCSS: RI.K.7, RI.1.5, RI.1.7; RI.2.5, RI.2.7  
Objective: Students will use a world map to an-
swer questions.

Directions: 
Use “Mammals On the Map,” page 27 (TG), to ask 
students questions about the map on page 15 in 
B-FARM.

Interpreting a Graph: How 
Many Species Are in Each 
Group?
CCSS: RI.K.7; RI.1.5, RI.1.7; RI.2.5, RI.2.7  

Objective: Students will read a graph to answer 
questions.

Graphs are compact visual and informational fea-
tures that show a lot of information in a small space. 
Graphs can be in a variety of shapes: box, bar, 
circle, or line. Graphs use a key to explain what the 
colors, symbols, bars, and other graphic information 
means.

Prepare in advance: 
Cut notebook paper in half lengthwise. Give each 
student one sheet. Ask students to turn their papers 
vertically, write their names at the top, and list the 
numbers 1 through 5 below.

Directions: 
Examine and discuss the graph on page 16 in B-
FARM. Ask each question below, and have students 
record their answers. Then ask the students what 
they wrote. Repeat with each question.

1. What is this graph about? (Animal Groups)

2. Which class has the most species? (Fish)

3. How many species are in the reptile class? 
(8,000)

4. Which class has 10,000 species? (Birds)

5. Which two classes are closest in the number of 
species? (Amphibians and Mammals)

Bonus questions: How many species are there if you 
add the amphibians and the mammals? (11,000). Is 
that more or less than the fish? (Less)
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Use a Glossary
CCSS: RI.1.5; RI.2.5 

Objective: Students will use a glossary to match 
vocabulary words with their meanings.

A glossary is a specialized dictionary of terms used 
in that specific book. It can give definitions for words 
that may be in bold type in the body of the book, 
or it may repeat definitions given elsewhere in the 
book. Many glossaries also give the pronunciation of 
the word.

Directions: 
Make a copy of “Glossary Work” on page 28 (TG) for 
each student. Then ask students to use the glossary 
on page 19 in B-FARM to answer the questions. 

Use an Index
CCSS: RI.1.5; RI.2.5 

Objective: Students will use the index to locate 
topics efficiently.

An index is an organizational tool that lists words 
and names found in the book along with the page 
number(s) on which the terms are found. It includes 
many terms not found in the TOC and saves time 
flipping through the book to find the word.

Directions:
When students understand the purpose and struc-
ture of the index, tell them that you are going to 
have a reference race to see who can locate infor-
mation the quickest. Ask for three volunteers. Give 
each volunteer a copy of B-FARM. Clip the pages 
together so that one child can only use the Table of 
Contents, one can only use the Index, and the third 
has access to neither but can see all the pages in 
between. Tell the three students that they can only 
use the unclipped pages. Ask the class to watch 
what happens as these three race to find the an-
swer. 
Then ask: On what page can I learn about a sea 
horse? (page 5) Pause to allow students to try to find 
it using the book part they have available. Who finds 
it first? Ask the class why they think that is. 
Then ask the trio to try again: On what page can I 
learn about a penguin? (page 2) 
Ask students to try one last time. On what page can 
I learn about a nest? (page 3). Ask the trio to explain 
why it was easy or hard for each of them to answer. 
The point is that the index is usually the quickest way 
to find the needed page(s).
Next, put students in teams of two. Ask them to use 
the index to find the page number for the animal 
you call out. They should turn to that page and be 
able to tell if there is a picture of that animal. They 
will raise their hands when they have found they 
page. Give them 10 seconds (vary as needed) to find 
it; then ask a team to respond. Repeat with several 
animals.



Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

Which Animal Class?
Under each picture, write the animal’s class.

bird         fish         amphibian          reptile       mammal

eagle shark fox salamander

dolphin horse pigeon child

snake frog tuna crocodile
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Fish

Reptile

Amphibian

Cards for Animal Classes, Page 1
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Bird

Mammal

I WON AN EXTRA BOOK!

As the winner of today’s game, you  
may check out an extra book!  

Present this coupon when you do.

I WON AN EXTRA BOOK!

As the winner of today’s game, you  
may check out an extra book!  

Present this coupon when you do.

I WON AN EXTRA BOOK!

As the winner of today’s game, you  
may check out an extra book!  

Present this coupon when you do.

I WON AN EXTRA BOOK!

As the winner of today’s game, you  
may check out an extra book!  

Present this coupon when you do.

I WON AN EXTRA BOOK!

As the winner of today’s game, you  
may check out an extra book!  

Present this coupon when you do.

I WON AN EXTRA BOOK!

As the winner of today’s game, you  
may check out an extra book!  

Present this coupon when you do.

Cards for Animal Classes, Page 2
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Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

Table of Contents
Use the Table of Contents in B-FARM: Exploring Animal Classes. On which page 
would you look for information on these animals?

1.  ostriches                                                          
    
2.  sharks                                                         

3.  tadpoles                                                         

4.  turtles                                                         

5.  camels                                                         

6.  tuna                                                         

7.  whales                                                         

8.  lizards                                                         

9.  classes of animals                                                         

10.  hummingbirds                                                         
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Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

You Be the Detective
Search for clues in the picture captions to answer these questions. Write your answer 
below the question. Add the page number where you found the answer.

1. Is a seahorse a fish? Page Number 

2. How long can a penguin hold its breath? Page Number 

3. How long can a bowhead whale live?  Page Number 

4. What will happen if a frog’s skin dries?  Page Number 

5. What does a chick use to help it hatch? Page Number 

6. Where do amphibians lay their eggs? Page Number

7. What colors can a chameleon change into?  Page Number 

8. How does an echidna keep her egg warm?  Page Number 

9. How long is the longest caecilian? Page Number 

10. Why do meerkats have dark circles around their eyes?   Page Number 



Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

Parts of a Bird
Identify each part of this bird by writing the name on the line. Use the words in the 
Word Bank.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Word Bank:
 beak
 wing
 claw
 tail feathers
 downy feathers
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Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

Parts of a Fish
Identify each part of this fish by writing the name on the line. Use the words in the 
Word Bank.

1.

5.

2.

3.

4.

Word Bank:
 fin
 mouth
 gill 
 tail
 scales 



Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

Parts of an Amphibian
Identify each part of this amphibian by writing the name on the line. Use the words 
in the Word Bank.

Word Bank:
 mouth
 gill
 smooth skin
 tail
 webbed feet

1.

5.

2.

3.

4.
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Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

Parts of a Reptile
Identify each part of this reptile by writing the name on the line. Use the words in the 
Word Bank.

1.

5.

2.

3.
4.

Word Bank:
 nose
 tail
 claws
 rough skin 
 teeth



Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

Parts of a Mammal
Identify each part of this mammal by writing the name on the line. Use the words in 
the Word Bank.

Word Bank:
 nose
 fur
 tail
 claws
 teeth

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Eggs laid (start here)

Tadpole hatches

Legs emerge

Tail disappears

Frog hops onto land

Frog lays eggs

Time Line Cards
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Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

Mammal Mothers and  
Their Babies

Match the name of the baby mammal to its mother.

Mother Baby

goat

deer

porcupine

bat

echidna

kangaroo

human

cat

dog

fawn kid puppy
puggle porcupette baby
pup joey kitten
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Humpback Whales
Humpback whales are mammals. They live 
in the ocean. A humpback whale is bigger 
than a school bus. 

Humpbacks eat krill (like shrimp) and little 
fish. A humpback has a huge tail fin. It is 
called a fluke. It helps the whale swim and 
leap. 

A female has one calf a year. Both mother 
and calf breathe with lungs. 

Infant calves have some hair on their  
bodies. Adults have small bumps on their 
heads with a hair in each. 

Great White Sharks
Great white sharks are very large fish. 
Their strong tails help them speed through 
the ocean.

Great white sharks have 300 teeth. They 
eat fish, seals, and sea turtles. 

A great white shark breathes with gills. 
Its body is covered with tiny scales called 
denticles. 

Many sharks produce eggs. But a female 
great white shark has live babies called 
pups. She will have between two and 12 
pups.
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Whale vs. Shark  
Venn Diagram

Humpback Whale Shark

Questions to answer for each:
 1. How are its babies born? (both: born alive)

 2. Where was it born? (both: ocean)

 3. What does it eat? (both: meat) 

 4. How does it move? (both: swim)

 5. How does it breathe? (shark: gills, whale: lungs)

 6. Is it warm-blooded or cold-blooded? (shark: cold, whale: warm)

 7. What are its babies called? (shark: pup, whale: calf)

 8. To which animal class does it belong? (shark: fish, whale: mammal)

Humpback whale information from Hawai’i Marine Mammal Consortium 
www.hmmc.org/MarMammSpp/Humpback/Humpback.html 
Great white shark information from Florida Museum of Natural History: Ichthyology 
http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/fish/Gallery/Descript/whiteshark/whiteshark.html 
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born alive land

eggs legs

lungs gills

ocean pup

eats meat eats plants

swim calf

mammal fish

warm-blooded cold-blooded

Humpback 
Whale

Great White 
Shark

Whale vs. Shark Word Cards



Name                                                               Teacher                                                                

Mammals on the Map
Use the map on page 15 of B-Farm to answer these questions. 

1. Light blue                                                         

2.  Green                                                          

3. Yellow                                                          

4.  Orange                                                          

5.  Purple                                                          

6.  Dark blue                                                          

7.  Pink                                                          

8.  On which continents will you find big cats?  
 
                                                                                                                         

9.  Where does the duck-billed platypus live?   
 
                                                                                                                         

10.  What mammal lives in South America?  
 
                                                                                                                         

North America South America Africa Asia

Europe Antarctica Australia

BONUS!
What continent do you 

live on? 
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Glossary Work
Use the glossary on page 19 of B-FARM: Exploring Animal Classes to find the word 
that matches each definition. If you think you know the word, double-check with the 
glossary to see if you are correct.

1. Food caught by a predator                                                                  

2. Soft kind of bone                                                                  

3. An animal with no backbone                                                                  

4. Able to keep body warm                                                                  

5. A bird’s mouth                                                                  

6. When an animal breaks out of its egg                                                                  

7. Where an animal lives                                                                  

8. An animal that eats meat and plants                                                                  

9. Hidden by body colors that blend in                                                                  

10. An animal that eats meat                                                                  
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Answer Key
Which Animal Class?  
(page 12)
eagle: bird

shark: fish

fox: mammal

salamander: amphibian

dolphin: mammal

horse: mammal

pigeon: bird

child: mammal

snake: reptile

frog: amphibian

tuna: fish

crocodile: reptile

Table of Contents  (page 15)
1. 2

2.  5

3.  7

4.  7

5. 12 

6. 5

7. 12

8. 10

9. 1

10. 2

You Be the Detective  
(page 16) 
1. yes, 5

2. more than 20 minutes, 2

3. 200 years, 13

4. it will die, 7

5. its beak, 3

6. in the water, 8

7. brown and green, 11

8. in her belly pouch, 13

9. longer than a bathtub, 9

10. to protect their eyes, 12

Parts of a Bird  (page 17)
1. beak

2. downy feathers

3. claw

4. tail feathers

5. wing

Parts of a Fish  (page 18) 
1.  mouth

2.  fin

3.  tail

4.  scales

5.  gill

Parts of an Amphibian  
(page 19)
1.  gill

2.  smooth skin

3.  tail

4.  webbed feet

5.  mouth

Parts of a Reptile  (page 20)
1.  nose

2.  rough skin

3.  tail
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4.  claws

5.  teeth

Parts of a Mammal  (page 21)
1.  fur

2.  tail

3.  claws

4.  teeth

5.  nose

Time Line Cards (page 22)
Eggs laid; tadpole hatches; legs emerge; tail disap-
pears; frog hops onto land; frog lays eggs

Mammal Mothers and Babies 
(page 23)
goat: kid

deer: fawn

porcupine: porcupette

bat: pup

echidna: puggle

kangaroo: joey

human: baby

cat: kitten

dog: puppy

Mammals on the Map  
(page 27) 
1. North America

2. South America

3. Africa

4. Europe

5. Asia

6. Australia

7. Antarctica

8. Africa and Asia

9. Australia

10. llamas

Bonus: North America

Glossary Work  (page 28)
1. prey

2. cartilage

3. invertebrate

4. warm-blooded

5. beak

6. hatch

7. habitat

8. omnivore

9. camouflage

10. carnivore
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Notes


